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ew Challenges to Education In
Master of Science Program in Land Management and Land
There is a strong
the geodetic

and decreasing

faculties

trend

of the number

in many West European

of students

countries.

Surveyor or Geodesist?

at

There is quite a big difference in understand-

This situation

ing the role and functions
is a serious

threat

to the geodetic

community

in these

of our profession

on both sides of the Atlantic. To make things

countries.

a littie bit more clear let us first take a look
at the summary of the FIG definition
functions

Leeture materia/s kind/y provided by
TECHNISCHE
UNIVERSITAI
MONCHEN

Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Holger Mage/. Summarized and edited
by Joe Trig/av, contributing

editor

of the

of the surveyor. It says that a sur-

veyor is a professional
demic qualifications

person with the aca-

and technical expertise

to conduet one or more of the folIowing
activities:
The geodetic faculty at the world known TU

to determine,

Delft in the Netherlands has closed a few

resent land, three-dimensional

years ago due to lack of students. The same

point-fields

almost happened

in Berlin, Germany.

avoided after FIG President Prof. Magel and

tion;

Magel

(magel@landentwicklungmuenchen.de),

is the President

FIG, Full Professor
of Institute

and Co-Director

of Geodesy,

Land Management
Programme

Program

and Land

in Urban and Rural Areas

at the Technische
Miinchen,

group

Geodetic

tation

tures thereon:

at the TU Munich is not so crit-

icai yet, but the number of geodesy students

to carry out urban and rural development

has been too low over the past years: it only

and land management;

counts around 30 students per year.

to conduet research into and develop

Of course this is not a good thing, neither

such practices.

nor for Bavaria or

Germanv, Therefore we have to ask ourselves

The surveyor's professional

what we have to do and where to act for the

involve one or more of the folIowing activi-

prosperity

of our profession. An even more

ties which may occur either on, above or

important

question is how and what we

below the surface of the land or the sea and

have to change to ensure that the society as

may be carried out in association with other

a whole benefits most from our proper posi-

professionals:

tion and action. The answers to these ques-

The determination

tions are not easy, but we have to find them

of the earth and the measurement of all

of the size and shape

by directing the development

of our knowl-

data needed to define the size, position,

edge and the implementation

of our services

shape, and contour of any part of the

in those directions that will enable us to

earth and monitoring

exploit our full potentials

The positioning

and give our best

and scientific fieids

any change therein;

of objects in space and

time as well as the positioning

and mon i-

toring of physical features, struerures and

of the

Commission

This article

of

is a presenheld at the

of Civil and Geodetic

Engineering
Ljubljana

of the University
on October

of

1, 2004.
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tasks may

He is chair of

of his leeture,

Faculty

and manage-

The situation

that are needed most in society.

(DGK) at the Bavarian Academy
Sciences.

for the planning

"landmanage-

and land economy"

German

to use that information

and efficient ad ministration

ment of the land, the sea and any struc-

in those professional

Universitlit

Germany.

the working
ment

of the

Master's

Land Management
Tenure

GIS and

and

Director

International

of

colleagues from our proat Berlin together with

related informa-

federal political and university authorities.

for our profession,

Holger

to assemble and interpret land, geographically and economically

fession intervened

objects,

and trajectories;

Fortunately this was - for now at least some distinguished

Univ. Prof. Dr-lng,

measure, evaluate and rep-

re; E OJnlormotics
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May 2005

for Sustainable

Development. (Source: RG Publication No 33)
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view of the urban-rural

United Nations agencies. Through this cooperation we are able to promote the ski IIs of

In the application

of the foregoing

vant legal, economic, environmental

and

interrelationship

our profession,

achieve a bette r contribution

social aspects affecting each project.

to the betterment

Changes in our profession are obviously

profile of surveying

unavoidable.

showing that the profession

As we can see from the

upper descriptions,

of society, and raise the
on the world stage by

management.

between what we are doing and what
we should be doing. Later on in this

UN Authorities - FIG

article, the profile of surveyorjgeodesist
will be explained in some more detail.

There are many actual fieids of cooperation

No 33)

between the UN authorities

Still in the Niche: Land Management

cadastre, land administration,

testing and calibration

the above mentioned

and systems for
purposes and other

surveying purposes;
The acquisition

and use of spatial infor-

mation from close range, aerial and satellite imagery and the automation

of these

processes;
The determination
boundaries

of the position of the

we want and need them to happen, we have

restitution

to play a very active

access to land;

role in these processes

governance principles,

a participant:

tion, civil society;

we have to strive for leader-

democracy, devolu-

ship. We have to ensure that our knowledge,

sustainable

work and opinions

good urban governance,

are not only noticed

in the background.

development,

rural development,

mented in practice for the benefit of the

land consolidation;

land development,

spatial data information

including national and international

Our huge contribution

boundaries,

to the well-being

Agenda 21;
land use plan-

ning, urban land management;

We need

them to be taken into account and implesociety.

of public and private land,

of pro pert y, secure ten ure,

of change. But it is not sufficient only to be

somewhere

land rnar-

ket, valuation;

In order to make changes happen the way

surface of the earth;
of sensors, instruments

and FIG:

land policy, land tenure;

engineering works on, above ar below

The development,

is more than

making maps: it is about land and propert y

there is a difference

,

-

(Source: FlG Publication

(Graphic: Stig Enemark).

activi-

ties surveyors take into account the rele-

geodetic engineering,

of

infrastructurejGIS;

remote sensing,

the society is ofte n neglected, while we keep

photogrammetry,

lands with the appropriate

authorities;

concentrated

capacity building,

education,

The design, establishment

and adminis-

Other professions,

CPD professional

development;

and the registration

tration of geographic

information

(GIS) and the collection,
management,

of those

systems

storage, analysis,

display and dissemination

of data;
The analysis, interpretation

and integra-

tion of spatial objects and phenomena
GIS, including the visualization

in

and corn-

architecture

on the tedious work alene.
with civil engineering

and

cartography;
qualification,

standards.

as the professions closest to

ours, stand in the first row, get noticed in
the media and are well respected by society.

FIG is deeply involved

We have to learn this lesson, too! We have

and campaigns in the field of sustainable

to be more present in the media and we

development

have to cooperate closely with politics and

a crucial role. For example, the UN Habitat

with the politicians

Agenda represents the international

personally on various

in global UN projects

where land management

plays

com mit-

leve Is. We have to combine our strategies,

ment to facilitate "adequate

and mobile digital devices;

goals and efforts with politicians,

The Global Campaign for Secure Tenure pro-

The study of the natural and social envi-

and other professionals

ronment, the measurement

Over the last decade a strong move of the

munication

of such data in maps, models,

of land and

of development

in

the relationship

motes the essential elements of sustainable

in various fields.

FIG in this direction was the strengthening

marine resources and the use of such
data in the planning

economists

between the FIG and the

shelter for all".

shelter strategies.
of

Legal access to land is a

strategic prerequisite

for the provision

of

adequate shelter for all and for the develop-

urban, rural and regional areas;
The planning, development

and redevel-

opment of propert y, whether urban or
rural and whether

land or buildings;

The assessment of value and the management of propert y, whether urban or
rural and whether

land ar buildings or

landed interests;
The planning, measurement
ment of construction
estimation

Latest News?

and manage-

works, including the

of costs.
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The Three Pillar Model

Therefore, as the FIG President, Prof. Magel
acts on various international

CHANGE HAPPENS

to present the importance

erefore

management
anticipate
monitor

political leveis

Development,

Implementation'

sections and paragraphs that confirm the

and enjoy it

importance

again and again

into foeus.

\
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from this sum mit indudes

of bringing

land and agriculture

(Source: Discovered in hotel manager's

For example, in one of the sections of the

office of Jamaica Pegasus in I<ingston, Jamaica)

'Plan onPoverty

eradication'

deals with improving

human settlement

affect-

a paragraph

access to land and

propert y, adequate shelter and basic services

(Source: Dale, Peter: Thc Importance of Land
Administration in the Developmcnt of Land Markers -

for the poor in urban and rural areas, with

A global perspective,

ing both urban and rural areas.

special attention

The failure to adopt, at all leveis, appropri-

hold. In another section of the plan on pro-

ate rural and urban land policies and land

tecting and managing the natural resource

management

base of economic and social development,

practices remains a primary
It is also the

se of increased living costs, the occupadegradation

I

LAND lVIARKET

which

be ready to change quickly

non of hazard-prone

-~

was held in Johannesburg in 2002. 'Plan of

adapt to change quickly

and poverty.

_
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FE'\A:-;Cl-tL

enjoy change

cause of inequity

&

(pf'oplt

in rural areas around the world.

Summit on Sustainable

change

ment of sustainable

PARTICIPAXTS

of proper land

A major event in this area was the World

change

oint

land, environmental

to femaie heads of house-

paragraph emphasizes that agrieulture

of urban and rural habitats.

It affects all peo-

pie, especially disadvantaged

and vulnerable

Enact, as appropri ate, measures that proa

plays

teet indigenous

resource management

systems and support

the contribution

of

a crucial role in addressing the needs of a

all appropriate

growing global population.

women alike, in rural planning and devel-

linked to poverty

and the increased vulnerability

Proceedings af UDMS 2000.

11.-15. September 2000, De/f t, Nctherlol1ds.)

developing

It is inextricably

eradication,

countries.

especially in

Enhancing the role of

stakeholders,

men and

opment;
Adopt polides

and implement

laws that

women at all leveis and in all aspects of

guarantee well defined and enforceable

groups, people living in poverty and low

rural development,

land and water use rights, and promote

income people.

food security is imperative.

The division between rich and poor people

eulture and rural development

continues to widen. One in six people live in

for the implementation

disgraceful conditions

approach to increasing food produetion

in overcrowded

urban

agrieulture,

nutrition

and

Sustainable agriare essential

of an integrated

legal seeurity of tenure,
existence of different

recognizing the

national laws and/or

systems of land access and tenure.
and

Provide technical and financial assistance

slums. Thirty years from now, there could be

enhancing food seeurity and food safety in

to developing

twice as many. Therefore, UN-Habitat has

an environmentally

tries with econom ies in transition

identified

good governance,

way.

undertaking

land use plan-

ning, security of tenure, adequate
and reliable infrastructure

sustainable

Subparagraphs

housing,

more sustainable

closely related to land management

places for the poor.

get highlighted

Sustainable Urban Development

need to

tion:

with UN-Habitat,

is conducting

research for sustainable

development

and land use and for "creating

urban

cities". Though many

land

redevelopment

and countries with

based on sustainable

economies in transition,

use of renewable

resources and on integrated
of socio-economic

assessments

and environmental

we

countries

in

with appropriate

technical assistance where contamination
is a serious problem.

Strengthen the capacity of
local authorities

and com-

munities to monitor and manage the

must never forget rural development.

products;

developed

Governments,

urban development

integrated

management and water-use plans that are

ful, they still have serious environmental

and

Enhance access to existing markets and
develop new markets for value-added
Increase brown-field

potentials.

However, in pursuing the

ties;

agrieultural

European cities are both wealthy and beauti-

goals of sustainable

subparagraphs

and deserve our dose atten-

Develop and implement

social problems.

that are

land tenure reform in order

Research results to the farming communiFrom this plan the folIowing

a world of sustainable

as well as coun-

to enhance sustai nable iivelihoods.

and services as

the key issues in making cities better and

Atso the EU, in cooperation

countries

In December 2003 the znd FIG Regional
Conference was orga nized in Marrakech,

quantity and quality of land and water

Morocco. The aim of the conference was to

resources;

shed some light on selected issues of urbanrural interrelations

Sustainable development is not attainable without sound Land administration

and to raise awareness of

this complex topic. Also the effort was made
to explain the dose linkage of land policy
and land administration.

Based on the

papers presented at the conference,

Better Land
Administration
and
Management

Better
Land
Policy

Good Land
Information

Marrakech Declaration

Better
Land
Use

has been prepared by

an expert group. This dedaration
'Urban-Rural Interrelationship
Development',

is about

for Sustainable

which was also the title of

Prof. Magel's keynote

presentation

at thi s

conference as the Presiden! of FIG.
Sourrc: The Bathurst

Dedaration

- FIG Publication

Latest News:? Visit www.aeoinformatics.com
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propert y and finance mecha-

Surveyor's/Geodesist's

Profile

nisms while Pillar 3 estab-

.,;.

lishes the connection

The next necessary change in our profession

between finance mecha-

is the profile of the surveyor/geodesist.

nisms and people and other

Unfortunately

legal entities.

ing belief in society and also in a large part

there is still a firrn and prevail-

Of course, the three regula-

of our profession that surveyors are only able

tory pillars are dependent

to collect data and that GIS people are the

on the government land pol-

ones who use data. Without any doubt sur-

icy and are constructed

veyors have to move from pure data collec-

based on the national legal

tors to experts in information

framework.

and land development.

management

LII<ElOHC
LEARNtNG

!I
!.

UPO.l. TlNOICAREER

CPDJlCT1VlnU
.
OEVELOP'MENTIPURTHER-eOUCA

tut: PROFESSIO.'i.-tL

CO,lfPETENCE

TION

,HODEL

have to be properly estab-

more on the use of data, produce valuable
information

government

AaLborg Universlty. Denmark. Intergeo. /-Iamburg, 12 September. 2003.

event: the znd

by the

in order to pro-

and practice leadership. To

achieve this goal, we will have to learn more

vide a dynamic land market.

and to learn dynamically and continuously.

Almost all societies are cur-

Changes are not only technology driven, but

rently undergoing a rapid

are more and more caused by improved busi-

change. This is brought

ness processes with a severe impact on our

about by a diverse range of factors that

surveying business. However, responding to

World Urban Forum in Barcelona, 13-17

include for example growing population

September, 2004. It was also launched at

pressures on the land caused by public

or

increased business pressure with organizational changes is often the wrong way of

need. Insecure propert y rights inhibit use

dealing with it. The most dynamic firrns shift

for Enhancing Rural-urban Linkages Approach

and investment

their business modeis without organizational

to Development

Without effective

the Inter-regional

Conference on 'Strategies
and Promotion of Local

Economic Development'

in Nairobi, 1-4

economies

in rural and urban land.

changes. Instead of shifting organizational

access to propert y,

are unable to progress and the

goal of sustainable

October, 2004.

development

cannot be

blocks we have to shift mindsets!
Some decades ago the strong position of

However, it should always be noted that the

realized. These issues are forcing the re-engi-

surveyors, with almost a monopoly in geo-

two-word

neering of land administration

metric data acquisition,

key term, urban-rural.

used to des-

systems to

was mainly base d on

ignate our spatial context, has been created

ensure that they support sustainable devel-

technology and people - technological

deliberately

opment and efficient land markets. Land

vation combined with highly skilled experts.

to follow no specific pattern in

In the meantime technology

inno-

became cheaper

terms of word order. This is considered

administration

important

respond rapidly to these unprecedented

and easier in its use and thematic experts

that gives, in writing or speaking, prece-

changes.

acquire geodata themselves. In addition geo-

dence to either of them.

Land administration

in order to get rid of the mind-set

frameworks

Three Pillar

Model

often inadequate

Presented next is a short description

of the

will be forced to

institutions

truetures will have to evolve

and infras-

and adapt their

and narrow focus to meet

data became more detailed in their "thematic
resolution".

The required knowledge for geo-

data assessment shifted from geometric

a wide range of new needs and technology,

issues to thematic issues with the conse-

and a continually

quence that thematic experts are more

changing institutional

envi-

so-called Three Pillar Model (see page 15 pie-

ronment. They also need to adapt continual-

involved in data acquisition

ture above), developed

ly to complex emerging human kind-land

experts. Inter-professional

by Prof. Magel's col-

league and predecessor as the FIG President,

tionships

Prof. Dr. Peter Dale. The three pillar model is

relationships

ments. These conditions

requirements

that are necessary in order for

It is obvious that human

need

land administration

properly by three sectors:

order to be able to

land registration

and the cadastre, valuation

attain sustainable

services, and finanetal services. These may
be presented
standing
Pillar

by three regulatory pillars,

on the legal basis of land policy:
Land Registration and the

devel-

four basic con dit ions are
unavoidably

mutually

influenced

and the

important

faet is that

Pillar 2 - Valuation

this influence

of

Pillar 3 - Financial Services

improvement

goes con-

Pillar

1

provides the connection

between

like a chain of positive

people and legal entities on the other. Pillar

influence.

the connection

'G E Oln!ormo';c5

between land and

April/ May 2005

to
Land Management
"quadrophony af consuiting, planning, arrangement and ccnsnucucn''
wilh and without formallmplemenlation
of procedure
under Bullding Code or land Consolfdation
Ac1 etc.

stantly in both directions

land and propert y an the ene hand, and
2 provides

leca! and regionellland
developmunl
ind. land admlnis1ratlon and hind ntadjuwnanl

opment. The pairs of

Cadastre

1-

success.

in

to be supported

and

are essential ingredients for

should lea d to improved

society needs sound

goods and services. These transactions

than surveying
communication

systems of governance.

effective way. We know that the market operbuying and selling

understanding

between people and govern-

ates through

participants

reta-

at the same time as changing

about modeling the land market and about
a land market to work in an efficient and

16

We have to focus

lished and supported

Source: Prof Stig Enemark, Head of School of Surveying and Planning,

took place at an important

The three pillars

© Univ.·Prof Dr.-Ing. Holger Magel, 2002
Institute af Geadesy, Geoinformation and Land management,

ruM
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Land readjustment

Data
Managing
\
\I
and
Manipulation )
. (Modelling) /

Data
-3athering

-:

oint

in Germany
public tunetion

voruntar-

public law

private law

.-----.

/ Land, propert~\
(and Construction'
l,
Managing
/
I

FIG Vision af Surveyor
© Univ.-ProI Dr-ing. Holger Magel, 2003
President of the International Federation of Surveyors (FIG)

© Univ.-ProI Dr.-Ing. Holger Magel, 2004
Chai,- oJland readjustment and land development,

rUM

There is a strong need for spatial informa-

the clea rest and the easiest way to define all

tic

actions inside the faculty walls and to pre-

Widening and deepening the professional

'1

public and private decision-making.

and professionalism

sent yourself to the outer world, beyond the

knowledge

walls of the faculty. Of course, every step

readjustment

number of users. Sustainable development

you take must comply with your motto, oth-

agement etc;

requires information

erwise the achievement

Self-development

Go""

governance requires access to geodata

and integrated

solutions

exchange among public

and private institutions
Implementation

for an increasing

on all levels.

of spatial data infrastructure

requires cooperation

af your goals and

in planning, valuation, land
(Bodenordnung),

law, man-

towards a creative plan-

mission will be delayed or in the worst sce-

ning competence at normative, strategi c

nario even missad.

and operational

The motto of surveyorsjgeodesists

between the private

in the fieids of:

at the TU

level;

Self-experience and self-confirmation

in

and the public sector and between all pro-

Munich is simple: "From the single parcel to

fessions involved

the planet Mars". This motto embraces the

(developing

comprehensive

ment, dialogue planning and consensus

in land management

At

the same time experts as well as decision
makers are needed in land management

The

scientific education in the

fieids of geodesy, geoinformation

and land

team spirit, dispute manage-

searching);

latter grows faster, thus our profession has

management

to foeus its activities

rations for activities in research and practice

knowledge

edge, expertise and services in the broad

using a wide range of surveyors'jgeodesists'

and techniques of moderation,

field of geoinformation

knowledge

mediation,

on providing the knowltechnology. The first

pieture on page 16 shows that in order to
achieve and maintain such professional
petence professional
ly

combined

com-

practice must constant-

with lifelong learning. This

The motto also involves prepa-

seminar work form and projeet work

and expertise. With such a motto

have become "wellgrounded

Developing competence

eralists",

specialized gen-

based on ethical values and a com-

mitment to society.

(knowledge

From the Single

negotia-

for leadership

of human nature, eommunica-

tion eapaeity, analysis of group proeesses,
confliet management);

Goal

Teamwork and coordination
professional

The Munich Model:
Parcel to the Mars

conflict

rhetorie, presentation,

tion teehniques etc.):

Principal

at TU Munich.

social competences and

of methods (different farms

the graduates of the faculty should finally

bn..gs us to the profile of surveyorsjgeodesists education

Strengthening

Our principal goal is to develop a professional model of a "wellgrounded

specialized gen-

disciplines

with other

(inter-disciplinary

work);
Information

an European and global ten-

eralist" with competence in the future fieids

dencies and professional

At the faculty you must define your educa-

af land management

Getting to know suceessful freelance pro-

tional, professional

This is based on and using the knowledge

and social mission. You

and land development.

fessionals, entrepreneurs,

work range;
professional

must set clear goals and even more important, you must make your mission and goals
well known in the media, in public and
among politicians.

One word is crucial here:

motto! When important

people from politics

or economy come to visit your faeulty, you
must tell them your motto. This way they
will get your message quickly and will bette r
understand

your achievements,

plans and

wishes.
V

'. is your motto here in Ljubljana? If you

accidentallv

don't have a motto yet, you

must invent one very quickly. Your motto is

Lolest News?

Visit www.geoinformotics.com
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global positioning

systems (GPS);

project planning

In addition,
presentation,

oint

and impact monitoring.

courses on project management,
mediation,

intercultural

nication etc. are offered.
from all over the world

are taking part in the

program. After completion
gram the graduates

association

leaders etc.;

Applying for cooperation
ities, professional

in research activ-

events and expertise of

ar non-governmental

master program.

the best graduates

The philosophy

Maintaining

strate and iIIustrate the important

of the program is to demonrole of

governments,

their administrations,

efforts and to broaden as well as deepen the

the cathed ra:
foreign contact points (e.g.

intensify the

national positions

of the master pro-

are qualified to work

with local and national
inspiring the chair to continually

commu-

Mid-career students

with

and with private sector
organizations.

Some of

will take the leading
in land management. Two

of the excellent graduates

from China for

land rights and land policy, land manage-

example will soon take the leading posts at

Getting to know other studies and stu-

ment and land administration

the newly established

dents (geography, land protection

able urban and rural development.

through

FIG, UN, FAO, World Bank);
etc.).

for a sustainAll of this

Chinese land develop-

ment agency which

plans to employ 40,000
in the next 10 years.

in the broader context of go od governance

graduate surveyors

Knowledge and expertise of such "well-

and to teach adequate approaches and tools

From this short description

grounded specialized

for their implementation.

is obvious that this master program has

generalists"

fits very

manifold dimensions

well into the needs of the society in the
fjelds of land development,

land policy, land

tenure and land readjustment,

etc. FolIowing

more than just a scientific-technical

lowing basic elements:

It inc\udes very important
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